This paper has investigated critical issues associated with Optimal Detector Locations for OD matrix estimation, including a discussion of limitations embedded in existing models and heuristic algorithms. Grounded on the core methodology of existing literature (Yang, 1998), this paper has proposed a heuristic algorithm for identifying the optimal set of detector locations under a given budget constraint for effective OD matrix estimation. The algorithm tries to simultaneously optimize OD coverage, net OD flow intercepted and link-OD flow fraction. Our numerical experiment results have indicated that the proposed algorithm is quite promising for potential applications.
This critical problem can be stated specifically as follows. Based on certain assignment rules or models, the true OD matrix Note that the complexity of this critical issue is compounded by the fact that we generally do not have a true OD matrix T M for any real-world network for comparison. Thus how to define the quality of an estimated OD matrix E M is also a challenging task. A research to directly integrate OD estimation uncertainty is now undertaken. In this paper, we will simply lend from the method proposed by Yang (1998) , which substitutes the direct measure of estimated OD matrix quality by some related indices.
Literature Review and Research Objectives
In review of location optimization related literature, it appears that most models for the optimal facility location are formulated to intercept a maximum number of customer flows (Larson, 1981; Hodgson, 1990; Berman, 1992) . For instance, to relax the assumption of knowing all path flows in their early model, Berman et al. (1995) formulated an average-reward Markov decision process that requires only the knowledge of turning fractions at each node and all originating demands.
As for location selections related to OD estimation, most early pioneering studies on this regard, such as random selection method and major link selection method (Han, 1983) , are intuitive in nature. Logie and Hynd (1990) in later years proposed the OD coverage method, and Lam and Lo (1990) in the same period also proposed some heuristic procedures to identify the sequence for network link selection.
Among existing studies, one of the most effective methods was proposed by Yang and Zhou (1998) , who, based on the concept of maximal possible relative error (MPRE) and some numerical results, designed four rules to locate traffic counting detectors (i.e., OD covering rule, maximal flow fraction rule, maximal flowintercepting rule, and link independence rule). Using these rules instead of defining the quality of OD estimation directly, they formulated the following two methods: (1) A LP model to maximize the net traffic flows intercepted while keeping all OD pairs covered, and (2) an application of Berman's model (1995) to formulate the entire problem as an average-reward Markov Decision Process with the objective of maximizing the net captured flows.
Grounded on Yang and Zhou's results (1998), Yim and Lam (1998) later formulated one LP model to maximize both the net and the total captured flows. An approximate heuristic algorithm was also proposed as an alternative approach in their work. To distinguish, net flows here means the sum of link flows after excluding double counting effects, while total flows means the sum of link flows including double counting effects.
Despite the promising properties of Yang and Zhou's method, one of the most advanced studies on this research issue, there are some embedded limitations to be overcome. For example, Yang and Zhou's models intend to maximize the net traffic flows intercepted by traffic counting detectors. Such an objective function has the inherent limitation that the net flow intercepted has an apparent upper bound, namely the total flow on the network F .
Thus, when the number of locations in the constraint 0 l is larger than the "desirable number" opt L , the minimal number of links to cover the total flow F , the model cannot guide the selection of other detector locations after the objective function has reached the upper bound. This indicates that the remaining links may be selected arbitrarily and the resulting quality of the estimated OD matrix will be degraded accordingly. Table 1 . The sum of squared errors for OD estimation by selecting another link along with link 3, computed with the OLS model, is given in Table 2 , which clearly indicates that the resulting quality of estimated OD matrix varies significantly with the selected links.
To circum the above limitation, Yim and Lam (1998) established the rule of maximal total captured flow based on Yang and Zhou's previous analysis. This rule indicates that more total flows intercepted will lead to higher estimation reliability when the same amount of net flows is intercepted. However, this rule does not always hold. Sometimes more gross flows can lead to lower estimation reliability when the same amount of net flows is intercepted.
A counter example is given to facilitate the discussion. Based on the same true OD matrix and target OD matrix in Table 1 , the sum of squared errors for OD estimation computed by the OLS model and the resulting net and gross flow intercepted are given in Table 3 . As shown in the Table 3 , although all the groups of links intercept an equal amount of net flows, the estimation quality does not exhibit a correlation with the gross flows intercepted. For instance, set } 1 , 3 { intercepts 38.1% more gross flows than set } 2 , 1 { , but both sets have about the same estimation quality. Similarly, set } 2 , 3 { intercepts 25.9% more gross flows than set } 4 , 3 { , but has a lower estimation quality. Hence, introducing gross flows into the original model may not improve the estimation results.
Besides, Yang and Zhou (1998) proposed the following heuristic greedy algorithm to determine the desirable number and locations of counting detectors. Defining the set of all paths as R , their algorithm assumes the knowledge of all path flows
if link a is on path r , and 0 otherwise. Thus link flows can be expressed as
Where f is a row vector of path flows and a B is the ath column vector of coverage matrix B . Links are then selected in a descending order of their carried flows so as to maximize the total flows intercepted. Besides, to exclude double counting effects and to keep link flows independent, their algorithm revises the path flow vector f after selecting a link by changing all the path flows intercepted by this link to zero. Accordingly, flows on all of the remaining links are also revised.
If there is no constraint on the total number of counting locations, this algorithm will yield a location vector opt L that can observe all flows traveling through the network, which is the maximal net flow that can possibly be intercepted. This optimal location vector opt L can also cover all OD pairs and keep link flows independent of each other.
The authors also claimed that this algorithm could be used as a heuristic to solve the problem with budget constraints. But when the number of counting locations 0 l is less than the desirable number opt L , which is obtained without budget constraints, the result may be somewhat undesirable when employing the OD covering rule. More specifically, this heuristic algorithm tries to maximize the net traffic flows intercepted by accumulating path flows. In the selection of links, considerations are only given to the amount of flows carried by paths passing this link, which contains no information on the OD pair correlated. Thus, when the number of counting locations is less than the desired number, some path flows may not be accumulated even if they are the only source for OD information between certain OD pairs. This implies that the estimation result for these omitted OD pairs may have an unbounded range of errors.
A simple example is given in Figure 2 where 2 0 = l . Apparently, the algorithm will select link (path) 1 and 2 and leave OD pair 2 OD uncovered. The result has violated the OD covering rule.
An Enhancement Algorithm
In view of above-mentioned limitations in the existing literature, this study, grounded on the core concept by Yang (1998) , has proposed an efficient algorithm to contend with the critical detector location issue.
To satisfy the OD covering rule, the core of our proposed idea is: (1) first to check the minimal number of links that can cover all OD pairs min l so as to recognize a too low budget constraint 0 l ; and then (2) to check the number of OD pairs to be covered when selecting links for locating detectors.
More specifically, we define the total number of OD pairs as W , and the number of OD pairs already covered after selecting l links as
, namely the number of OD pairs to be covered is less than the number of locations to be selected, then we shall select the The logic flow of the proposed heuristic is described as follows:
Step 0: Initialization. Build path flows vector f and coverage matrix B . Set W as the total number of OD pairs, counter 0 = l , and 0 = l W .
Step 1 Step 3: Basic Selection.
Accept link ) ( :
Step 5.
Step 4: Selection Based on OD Covering Rule.
Step 4_1: Set the label of all links as "non-denied".
Step 4_2: Select link ) ( :
Step 4_3: Compute If 0 l l = : go to step 7. Else: go to step 6.
Step 6: Update.
Modify f by changing all path flows intercepted by the selected link to zero. Go to step 2.
Step 7: OD Covering Rule Re-checking.
Step 7_1: Delete the selected link covering the least number of new OD pairs
Step 7_2: Add the unselected link covering the most number of new OD pairs Step 7_3: Go to step 7;
Step 8: Additional Link Selection.
Choose opt L as part of the solution and select additional links according to the maximal flow fraction rule. Stop.
Numerical Experiments
To evaluate the proposed heuristic algorithm, we have designed a set of numerical experiments based on the network shown in Figure 3 . There are a total of 63 links in the network, including 61 two-way links and 2 one-way links. To facilitate the computation, each two-way link is changed to two one-way links in the database according to the node sequence.
There are five origin-destination nodes indicated with black circles in Figure  3 , thus the OD matrix is a 5 5 × matrix. Neglecting trips in the same zone, we have randomly generated trips between 200 and 600 for the remaining 20 pairs of OD (see Table 4 ).
Based on free flow travel time on links, four shortest paths are selected between each OD pair. Path flows are computed with the following equation. Three heuristic algorithms are programmed in Visual Basic 6.0. The first algorithm is Yang and Zhou's heuristic without considering budget constraints. The second algorithm is Yang and Zhou's heuristic, but incorporated with the budget constraints. The third algorithm is our proposed heuristic that includes the budget constraints and the OD covering rule.
The optimal set of detector locations without considering budget constraints are given in Table 5 . A total of 12 locations have been selected, which intercept a total net flow of 7900, i.e., the total OD flows in the network. Based on the computational results, a minimal number of five links are needed to cover all OD pairs in the network. Thus, we have 12 = Yang and Zhou (1998) . According to the theoretical analysis by Yang and Zhou, this kind of selection is reasonable from the perspective of Maximal Possible Relative Error (MPRE) in the OD estimation. However, since the path flow vector f in Yang's algorithm will contain solely zero elements after the selection of opt L , additional links can only be selected randomly, and consequently the quality of OD estimation will be degraded.
In the remaining of cases opt L l < 0 , Yang's algorithm will choose the first 0 l links in the set of opt L as its solution. In Case 2, the budget constraint is relatively high and the solution obtained by Yang's algorithm also satisfies OD covering rule. The result shows an equivalent effect of the proposed algorithm in this case.
In Case 3, the budget constraint goes down to 8. The solution obtained by Yang's algorithm, as shown in Table 6 -3, can only cover 18 OD pairs. The solution with our proposed heuristic can still cover all OD pairs, but with slightly lower net flow intercepted (i.e., 6765 vs. 6954).
In Case 4, when the budget constraint further goes down to 5, our proposed algorithm will activate its final revision step in the OD Covering Rule Re-checking procedures, and yield the coverage of 20 OD pairs, that is five pairs more than those would be covered with Yang's algorithm.
In Case 5, when the budget constraint 0 l is less than the minimal number of links to cover all OD pairs min l , our proposed algorithm will provide the same solution as Yang's algorithm and also give a message to indicate that the budget constraint is too low to cover all OD pairs.
Note that the numerical results in the above five cases seem to support the effectiveness of our proposed heuristic algorithm in satisfying the OD covering rule, especially under insufficient budget constraints. Also note that since both heuristic algorithms, to some extent, belong to the category of greedy algorithm, neither can guarantee the global maximum in their net flow intercepted when
Conclusions and Future Research Issues
This paper has discussed critical issues associated with optimizing detector locations for OD matrix estimation, and proposed an enhanced heuristic algorithm that can effectively take into account the budget constraints and the OD coverage. Although much remains to be improved in contending with the need in real-world applications, the numerical results have revealed a promising property of our proposed algorithm.
One of the most critical issues remains to be researched is how to define the quality of OD matrix estimation. Maximal Net Flow Interception Rule and Maximal Flow Fraction Rule are adopted here to define the estimation quality indirectly. However, these rules are far from sufficient, and other factors such as network characteristics may also play an important role. We are now trying to directly include the uncertainty of OD estimation problem into the selection of detector locations. Our future research work will be focused on a series of numerical experiments specially designed to test: (1) the robustness of current rules on various types of network, and (2) the sensibility of the role played by network characteristics and prior OD information. Yang, H. and Zhou, J. (1998) . "Optimal traffic counting locations for origindestination matrix estimation. " Transportation Research Part B, vol. 32, 109-126 Yim, P.K.N. and Lam, W.H.K. (1998) . "Evaluation of count location selection methods for estimation of OD matrices." Journal of Transportation Engineering, vol.124, n.4, [376] [377] [378] [379] [380] [381] [382] [383] 
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